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The International Dictionary of Hospitality Management is the must have
companion for all those working or studying in the field of hospitality
management. With over 728 entries, it covers everything you need to know, from
a concise definition of back office systems, to management accounting and yield
management. It covers all of the relevant issues in the field of hospitality
management from both a sectoral level: * Lodging * Restaurants and Food
service * Time-share * Clubs * Events As well as a functional one: * Accounting
and Finance * Marketing * Strategic Management * Human Resources *
Information Technology * Facilities Management An abridged version of the
successful International Encyclopedia of Hospitality Management, its user
friendly layout provides readers with quick and concise answers across this
diverse area of industry.
Now in Its Fourth Edition: Your Guide to Successful Facility Design Overcome
design and planning problems using the fourth edition of Facilities Design.
Dedicated to the proper design, layout, and location of facilities, this definitive
guide outlines the main design and operational problems that occur in
manufacturing and service systems, explains the significance of facility design
and planning problems, and describes how mathematical models can be used to
help analyze and solve them. Combining theory with practice, this revised work
presents state-of-the-art topics in materials handling, warehousing, and logistics
along with real-world examples that emphasize the importance of modeling and
analysis when determining a solution to complex facility design problems. What’s
New in the Fourth Edition: The latest version introduces new material that
includes handling equipment and systems, and presents relevant case studies in
each and every chapter. It also provides access to Layout-iQ software, data files
for many of the numerical examples that are contained throughout the book, and
PowerPoint files for various chapters. Additionally, the author: Describes tools
commonly used for presenting layout designs Presents traditional models for
facility layout including the popular systematic layout planning (SLP) model in
detail Provides a layout project involving the SLP model Covers group technology
and cellular manufacturing at the elementary level Includes a project and case
study on machine grouping and layout Considers next-generation factory layouts
Discusses analytical queuing and queuing network models, and more Facilities
Design, Fourth Edition explains the ins and outs of facility planning and design. A
reference for both student and professional, the book addresses facilities design
and layout problems in manufacturing systems and covers layout, logistics,
supply chain, warehousing, and materials handling. Please visit the author’s
website for ancillary materials: http://sundere.okstate.edu/downloadable-softwareprograms-and-data-files.
"This book provides an introduction to managing hospitality buildings and
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grounds for non-technical managers - an ideal foundation for hospitality
management students and emerging managers in the industry. The second
edition features shorter chapters to provide material in more focused, "bite-sized"
chunks. The book consists of 23 chapters, organized into four distinct
sections."--Cover.
Publisher description
The book addresses topics such as tourism education and its development in the
latter part of the twentieth century, taking “tourism” to be a broader field than
“hospitality.”
A Practical, Strategic Approach to Managerial Communication Managerial
Communication: Strategies and Applications focuses on communication skills
and strategies that managers need to be successful in today’s workplace.
Known for its holistic overview of communication, solid research base, and focus
on managerial competencies, this text continues to be the market leader in the
field. In the Seventh Edition, author Geraldine E. Hynes and new co-author
Jennifer R. Veltsos preserve the book’s strategic perspective and include new
updates to reflect the modern workplace. The new edition adds a chapter on
visual communication that explains how to design documents, memorable
presentations, and impactful graphics. New coverage of virtual teams, virtual
presentations, and online communication help students avoid common pitfalls
when using technology.
Course Description: Provides hospitality managers and students with information
they need to know to manage the physical plant of a hotel or restaurant and work
effectively with the engineering and maintenance department. This detailed
textbook shows students how to keep every area of a hotel property running
smoothly. The book takes a systems approach to hospitality facilities issues,
while also providing a summary based on functional spaces within a property.
The fourth edition of Hospitality Facilities Management and Design has been
thoroughly revised and updated. There are new exhibits and new industry
examples throughout the book. Case studies were added as needed.
'Hospitality Retail Management' provides students and managers with a practical guide to
managing units in hospitality retail organizations. Customers rely on a particular chain of
hotels, restaurants or pubs to provide the same level of service and environment across the
board. This standardised service provides the customer with the security of knowing what to
expect from that particular organisation. However, this standardisation allows little room for
creativity for individual managers to respond to the particular needs of their local market. There
is a growing realisation that there is greater profitability if the chain can offer both standardised
services across all its retail operations while at the same time allowing local managers the
freedom to interpret the needs of its local market as they see fit. 'Hospitality Retail
Management' shows managers and students how competitive advantage can be gained by
adopting management techniques which are both 'tight and loose', and demonstrates how you
can manage businesses with well-defined objectives while also allowing local managers to
interpret their local market as they see fit. Conrad Lashley has done extensive consultancy
with companies such as McDonalds and uses case studies from these companies to reiterate
key issues throughout the text.
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Sustainability is one of the single most important global issues facing the world. A clear
understanding of the issues surrounding climate change, global warming, air and water
pollution, ozone depletion, deforestation, the loss of biodiversity and global poverty is essential
for every future manager in the hospitality industry. Present and future hospitality executives
need to know how sustainable management systems can be integrated into their businesses
while maintaining and hopefully improving the bottom line. Sustainability in the Hospitality
Industry, second edition, is the only book available to introduce the students to economic,
environmental and social sustainable issues specifically facing the industry as well as exploring
ideas, solutions, and strategies of how to manage operations in a sustainable way. Since the
first edition of this book there have been many important developments in this field and this
second edition has been updated in the following ways: updated content to reflect recent
issues and trends including hotel energy solutions and green hotel design two new chapters on
'Sustainable Food' and 'Social Entrepreneurship and Social Value' updated international case
studies throughout to explore key issues and show real life operational responses to
sustainability within the hospitality industry. New case studies on growth hotel development
markets, Asia and the Middle East new practical exercises throughout to apply your knowledge
to real-life sustainability scenarios. This accessible and comprehensive account of
Sustainability in the Hospitality Industry is essential reading for all students and future
managers.
This book provides comprehensive coverage of issues that facility managers in the property
industry need to understand and apply in the pursuit of value for money over the life span of
built facilities. The authors introduce the fast-growing discipline of facility management,
examine the core competencies that facility managers should possess and study different
contemporary drivers of change. The book emphasises the need to consider facilities
management issues at the pre-design stage of the construction process, rather than only when
the building is completed, in order to maximise value for money.
The importance of facilities management to the effective operation of all businesses is now
widely accepted. Where there continues to be debate is on what constitutes a successful
approach, and how much attention it should be given within an overall business plan. Drawing
on both research and current practice, this book provides a systematic, innovative, and
business-focused approach to the management of facilities assets. The reader will discover
why and how to use facility assets to achieve business goals and strategies by aligning them
as a resource. Striking a balance between management and technical aspects, the book
covers: the basics of facilities asset management and the key elements of a systematic
management approach the key supporting capabilities for facilities management as a business
function a framework for considering strategic alignment of facilities assets and associated
services with business needs the role of life-cycle asset management and its contribution to
business resource management. The message of this book and the benefits it can bring to
businesses everywhere make it essential reading for executives as well as facilities managers.
Its detailed explanations of all of the key concepts involved, and lists of recommended further
reading also make it an excellent resource for those new to the industry, and for students of
property or facilities management.
Now in this fourth edition, the Facilities Management Handbook has been fully updated from
the acclaimed previous editions, continuing its status as an invaluable resource to those
working in facilities management, whether just starting out or as seasoned campaigners and
practitioners. Information is presented in a clear and logical way, offering easy-to-find advice
and best practice information that’s essential in guaranteeing the safe, efficient and costeffective running of any facilities function. Many sections have been completely revised, such
as the chapters on complying with health and safety and property law. Other information on
workplace facilities has been brought completely up to date in line with legal compliance and
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strategic policies to create a reliable and accurate overview of the role of today’s facilities
manager. This up-to-date and revised handbook will be a key guide for the changing times that
are ahead.
"Accessibly written and thoughtfully edited, making it essential reading for those studying
hospitality and embarking on a career in the industry." - Peter Lugosi, Oxford School of
Hospitality Management "This text is a fascinating read... Roy Wood has spent 25 years
teaching, researching and writing on the hospitality industry - much of that learning is here in
this book." - Erwin Losekoot, Auckland University of Technology "All different aspects of the
hospitality industry are elaborated on... All in all a wonderful course book for for our students!" Claudia Rothwangl, ITM College This book covers the major concepts students are likely to
encounter throughout their study within the hospitality management, giving a comprehensive
and up-to-date overview as well as providing engaging everyday examples from around the
world. A leading figure in the field, Roy Wood has successfully gathered international
contributors with direct experience of hospitality management and the hospitality industry as a
whole, ensuring the academic, geographical and practical integrity of the book. Key Concepts
in Hospitality Management is written for undergraduate students and those studying short
postgraduate or executive education courses in hospitality management, events management,
tourism management and leisure management.
Modern organisations are subject to continual change – technologies evolve, organisational
structures are modified, people and underlying cultures are transformed. Yet the facilities that
organisations occupy are static and can impede the changes that are essential to
organisational survival. The response to change in terms of property and support services is
often too little too late – leading to facilities that do not support organisational reality. The
facilities management team is thus constantly challenged to bridge the gap between what an
organisation has and what it needs. Facilities Change Management is a practical evaluation of
the management of change for facilities managers and related professions. It considers: the
forces of change affecting facilities decisions the obstacles to change at a resource level and
human level the effective implementation of change the human aspect of change Each of
these is considered in relation to modern facilities management issues. The discussion will
enable practising facilities managers, project managers, surveyors, service providers and
architects to understand, engage with and manage facilities change effectively at a strategic
level. Through real–life case studies it demonstrates the complexities of change and hidden
elements of change that may undermine carefully planned projects.

This book offers students a uniquely concise, accessible and comprehensive
introduction to hotel accommodation management that covers the range of
managerial subjects and disciplines in the sector. The book focuses on enduring
aspects of the accommodation management function (front office management,
housekeeping, revenue management); the changing context of hotel
accommodation provision (the move to ‘asset light’, the supply of
accommodation, trends in hotel investment and asset management, the
challenges engendered by social media and the collaborative economy to the
hotel market); and the role of accommodation in additional and integrated
facilities and markets (spas, resorts, MICE markets). International case studies
illustrating examples of practice in the industry are integrated throughout, along
with study questions and other features to aid understanding and problem
solving. This is essential reading for all hospitality and hotel management
students.
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Hospitality Experience offers students an exciting introduction to key aspects of
hospitality management. The authors provide a refreshing focus on how
hospitality experiences can be created and managed successfully. With a
comprehensive overview of the hospitality industry, the textbook familiarizes
students with the basics of hospitality management and offers analysis as well as
cases and practical examples. Designed primarily for entry-level students at all
levels, the book will also be of interest to professionals working in the business.
The International Encyclopedia of Hospitality Management is the definitive
reference work for any individual studying or working in the hospitality industry.
This new edition updates and significantly revises 25% of the entries and has an
additional 20 new entries. New online material makes it the most up-to-date and
accessible Hospitality Management encyclopedia on the market. It covers all of
the relevant issues in the field of hospitality management from both a sectoral
level: Lodging, Restaurants/Food service, Time-share, Clubs and Events as well
as a functional one: Accounting & Finance, Marketing, Strategic Management,
Human Resources, Information Technology and Facilities Management. Its
unique user-friendly structure enables readers to find exactly the information they
require at a glance; whether they require broad detail which takes a more
crosssectional view across each subject field, or more focused information which
looks closely at specific topics and issues within the hospitality industry today.
Anybody working in sport management will be involved in the operation of a
sports facility at some point in their career. It is a core professional competency
at the heart of successful sport business. Sport Facility Operations Management
is a comprehensive and engaging textbook which introduces cutting-edge
concepts in facilities and operations management, including practical guidance
from professional facility managers. Now in a fully revised and updated second
edition—which introduces new chapters on capital investment and operational
decision-making—the book covers all fundamental aspects of sport facility
operations management from a global perspective, including: ownership
structures and financing options planning, design, and construction processes
organizational and human resource management financial and operations
management legal concerns marketing management and event planning risk
assessment and security planning benchmarking and performance management
Each chapter contains newly updated real-world case studies and discussion
questions, innovative 'Technology Now!' features and step-by-step guidance
through every element of successful sport facilities and operations management,
while an expanded companion website offers lecture slides, a sample course
syllabus, a bank of multiple-choice and essay questions, glossary flashcards links
to further reading, and appendices with relevant supplemental documentation.
With a clear structure running from planning through to the application of core
management disciplines, Sport Facility Operations Management is essential
reading for any sport management course.
Developing Hospitality Properties and Facilities sets out some of the key issues
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in developing hospitality properties from the hospitality manager's perspective.
From the original concept, through each part of the process, it provides an
essential guide for students and professionals on how to manage hospitality
facilities to their best effect, using a model-based insight into the process in an
informed, but non-technical way. Now in its second edition, this successful text
has been updated with new international case studies from companies such as
MyTravel, Disneyland Paris Hotel, Elysium Beach Resort Cyprus and many
others. It also includes new chapters from well-known authors. With contributions
from both academics and practitioners, this book looks at design, building issues,
operational relationships, and therefore provides the hospitality manager with
insight into how these areas work and what they need to know in order to get the
best out of them.
This book presents research tested models, methods and tools that can make
the work of the facilities manager more robust and sustainable, help long-term
strategic planning and support students and practitioners in FM to improve the
way they approach and deal with challenges in practice. The 34 models, methods
and tools are presented in relation to five typical challenges for facilities
managers: Strategy development Organisational design Space planning Building
projects Optimisation The chapters are short and concise, presenting a central
illustration of one model, method or tool with explanatory text and short,
exemplary case studies. Each chapter includes references to further reading, and
the book includes a keyword index. Essential reading for all involved in the
management of built assets, this book bridges the gap between robust academic
research and practical industry tools. It can also be used as a handy student
reference.
Facilities planning for tourism, hospitality and events (THE) is an important
subject from both theoretical and applied perspectives, as land, property and
resources represent major components of the foundation of the industry. As
future managers, it is imperative that students have a sound basic knowledge of
property and the various resources, systems and services associated with it.
Covering important contemporary subjects such as sustainable planning and
environmental management, this book considers the planning, development and
management of facilities operations from several key perspectives, drawing upon
the expertise of complementary experts in the design, management and
development of THE facilities.
From restaurants to resorts, the hospitality industry demands strong operations
management to delight guests, develop employees, and deliver financial returns. This
introductory textbook provides students with fundamental techniques and tools to
analyse and improve operational capabilities of any hospitality organization.
This text provides an overview of the interdisciplinary nature of facilities management. It
discusses the framework within which facilites managers should operate and the key
requirements of their task.
A new paradigm in facility management A unique, just-in-time resource from profession
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leader Eric Teicholz, Facility Design and Management Handbook empowers you to
make your facility state of the art. Packed with tips from U.S. and international case
studies from government, health care, retail, finance, manufacturing, and academia,
this guide gives you access to the productivity tools, technologies, and stratagems that
have revolutionized the field in the last five years, helping you to: Find the best, most
cost-effective solutions for issues from “greenness” and sustainability to disaster
recovery and technology integration Use new tools for space and asset allocation,
project management, process coordination, and systems integration Improve accuracy
in financial forecasting, budgeting, architectural and interior design planning, and
market research Create cost-effective “smart” buildings with state-of-the art security,
energy management, lighting strategies, and maintenance efficiency Discover
innovative solutions for human resources needs Integrate the Internet into your
management program Automate nearly all your tasks for major productivity gains Apply
benchmarking standards and other measurements that demonstrate and assure facility
management productivity Accompanying time-saving, efficiency-boosting CD-ROM is
loaded with sample documents—from budgets, schedules, plans to cost-benefit
analyses, checklists, forms and audits; standards for communications and database,
integration, building and construction, CAD conventions; Web links and other
resources.
Facilities Management (FM) and Corporate Real Estate Management (CREM) are two
closely related and relatively new management disciplines with developing international
professions and increasing academic attention. Both disciplines have from the outset a
strong focus on controlling and reducing cost for real estate, facilities and related
services. In recent years there has been a change towards putting more focus on how
FM/CREM can add value to the organisation. This book is driven by the need to
develop a widely accepted and easily applicable conceptual framework of adding value
by FM and CREM. It presents the state of the art of theoretical knowledge and empirical
evidence about the impact of buildings and facilities on 12 value parameters and how to
manage and measure these values. The findings are connected to a new Value Adding
Management model. The book is research based with a focus on guidance to practice.
It offers a transdisciplinary approach, integrating academic knowledge from a variety of
different fields with practical experience. It also includes 12 interviews with practitioners,
shedding light as to how they manage adding value in practice. This is a much needed
resource for practitioners, researchers and teachers from the field of FM and CREM, as
well as students at both undergraduate and postgraduate level.
This comprehensive textbook introduces students to the many legal issues that hotel
operations face daily.
Introduction to Facility Management is a comprehensive introduction to the dynamic
and diverse field of facility management (FM). It answers questions such as: What is
facility management? What does a facility management professional do? How can we
classify facility management products and services? How do you set up a facility
management organisation? How do you manage service processes using a master
dashboard? Reflecting on current events, the book defines new and exciting roles for
facility management professionals. This first international edition of the bestselling
Dutch Basisboek Facility Management describes global trends and developments and
international FM-standards and practices. With contributions of thought leaders, such
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as Diane Levine, Jens Schlüter, Michiel Bakker, Elizabeth Nelson, Nicolas White and
Susanne Balslev Nielson, Introduction to Facility Management is the first international
book on facility management, which is supplemented and commented on by facility
management teachers and practitioners; intriguingly and enthusiastically describes the
full scope of the FM-profession; provides a theoretical framework and insight into FMpractice.
Applied Facilities Management for the Hospitality Industry is designed to provide
readers with a practical approach to understanding the activities and responsibilities
involved in managing the aspects of a hospitality enterprise. It presents real world
analysis of the concerns, issues, and practices used by facilities managers in the
profitable support of hospitality operations. Written in clear terms and using a commonsense approach to facilities management, the book approaches complex issues in an
easy to understand and relatable manner. Specific topics include the functions and
responsibilities of a facilities manager, information management, effective
communication, workload planning and staffing, and financial management, among
others. Applied Facilities Management for the Hospitality Industry features management
tools and systems developed and used by the author in the management of large
buildings and systems. Using real world experience in both the facilities and
construction management of modern buildings and campuses, the book enables
readers to not only understand the concepts, but also be prepared to use them in real
world facilities issues in the hospitality industry.

In the course of their work, the facilities manager will face arange of complex and
often challenging tasks, sometimes concernedwith a single business premises,
often across an entire propertyportfolio. To help with those tasks, the Facilities
Manager'sDesk Reference provides the facilities manager with aninvaluable
source of highly relevant, practical information on theall the principal facilities
management services, as well asinformation on legal compliance issues, the
development ofstrategic policies and tactical best practice information. With a
clear practitioner perspective the book covers both hardand soft facilities
management issues and is presented in an easyto read, concise format. The
Facilities Manager's DeskReference will be a first point of reference for all
busyfacilities managers and will save them time by providing access tothe
information needed to ensure the safe, effective and efficientrunning of any
facilities function. It will also serve as a usefuloverview for students studying for
their professional and academicqualifications in facilities management.
Hotel Design, Planning and Development presents the most significant hotels
developed internationally in the last ten years so that you can be well-informed of
recent trends. The book outlines essential planning and design considerations
based on the latest data, supported by technical information and illustrations,
including original plans, so you can really study what works. The authors provide
analysis and theory to support each of the major trends they present, highlighting
how the designer’s work fits into the industry's development as a whole.
Extensive case studies demonstrate how a successful new concept is developed.
Hotel Design, Planning and Development gives you a thorough overview of this
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important and fast-growing sector of the hospitality industry.
Updated to include the current models, theories, and hospitality practices,
Hospitality Strategic Management: Concept and Cases, Second Edition is a
comprehensive guide to strategic management in the international hospitality
industry. Author Cathy A. Enz uses the case study approach to cover current
topics such as innovation, entrepreneurship, leadership, ethics, and franchising.
Eight full case studies with exhibits and documents address the areas of lodging,
food service, tourism e-commerce, gaming, cruise lines, and airlines, making this
book ideal for executive level training courses or hospitality industry executives
interested in developing their strategic management skills.
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